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Lorena Carapaica

Letter From the Editor
Dear Reader,
The Kudzu Review has been fostering undergraduate work since its founding in 1988, a reputation of high-quality creative works both written and
produced by undergraduate students at Florida State University spanning
for 29 years is no small feat. Its mission has always been to create and
grow a united community of student artists and writers so their talent can
be shared with FSU and beyond.
Comprised of very dedicated Editors, committed Editorial Assistants, and
an ever-fascinating faculty advisor, Keith Kopka, The Kudzu Review publishes twice a year, showcasing the best of what FSU students have to offer
in Nonfiction, Fiction, Poetry, and Visual Arts.
Countless hours of editing, reediting and designing have gone into making this edition the very best it can be. I want to thank the entire staff for
continuing a legacy of excellence.
To the writers, poets, artists, and photographers who are featured in this
edition, congratulations, and thank you for sharing a piece of your world.
The Kudzu Review is honored to be a platform for the stories you have to
tell.

Dana Sterneman
Editor In Chief
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“When You’re Looking Out A Dirty Window “ - Elizabeth Lehman
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I see the piece of molten Hubba Bubba rolling around in your
mouth,
All the way from over here, and I envy it with every chomp,
Every chew, every slip and slop of its rubbery being.
To be reduced to a pink pulp by your teeth,
To be pressed against your lips, and be full of your breath,
To be slipping and sliding on your tongue with your saliva,
Sloshing around like a raft in salty rapids and collide
With the velvety squish of your cheeks, puffed out like
A chipmunk, or more like the head of a jellyfish.
The noises you make, like someone fucking a jar of mayonnaise,
Enter my ears, where I wish the Hubba Bubba was instead,

Maria-Fernanda Marrero

Ode To Smacking

So that your unholy noises would be made by our lips and tongues,
Tango-ing like oiled pigs on a slip-n-slide doused in dish soap.
But instead, there you sit with hair like Medusa, surrounded
With the hiss of making bubbles and the smacking of skin
Like snakes colliding into one another, your eyes turning me to
stone
Because with the noises you make I can’t think or do anything
Except focus on each individual sound, deconstructing
Them like I would a poem, each line, each slosh,
Each word, each glorious pop.
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Carolyn rogue

Snow globes
And I swore I wouldn’t write
another poem about my mom
but tonight I am a particle
dancing inside an unshaken
snow globe in her hands.
The water inside the glass ball
freezes at her touch,
and suddenly she creates
a blizzard, holding onto either
side of my world and shaking.
The flakes of fake snow turn
to ash at my feet. I am
enveloped in the ashes
of the joints I’ve smoked
before coming home,
and the cigarettes my dad
smoked when he’d say he
was getting the mail,
and my mother’s ashes,
and my own.
Snow globes become urns
and my mother holds me.
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the King, Dullahan
I become, or un-become, my wounds
unraveled as the linen over her body
still bloodied in the wash-water
where her nails could not unseam me.
The dullahan waits in the woods,
with the holy-unholy head in hand.

The dullahan speaks not of words
but in the sung riddles of witches
To be struck by the sabre, a savior,
for men who do not seek salvation;
it insults me kindly, as a brother does
in the early hours of the day.
The dullahan is not spineless;
for the spine lays coiled in his hands.
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Skyler Cox

I speak and she speaks in tongues,
hexes, curses, demands of the devils
or the god that wears their faces;
and I am unafraid of their prophets.

Christopher Ortiz

White Jesus Wine Bath
It isn’t Sunday. I’m scrubbing my bathtub of the marks
it filches off the bottom of my feet after a day in cloth slippers.
It isn’t pretty but it’s honest. When my father takes on a stain,
he swears by Comet expelled in powder heaps and bleaching it all
back
to porcelain. This is all you need to clean a bathroom, or I’m not
Pablo Ortiz,
he puffs, rattling the can of his cleaner. But Pablo Ortiz was to be
my name
too, until he choked and settled on something blander, remembering the high
school locker doors closing on his complexion and tongue trill and
head, dropping
Español for English because it’s just a more precise language. Kid,
you’re white and only white, unless there’s a scholarship on the
table. Son,
my Mom fled from Cuba and I lived my childhood in the ghetto.
The ethnic
things have been done for you. I have never taken a locker to the
head,
and some Picadillo and a phone call with my Uncle Mandy is all I
have of Cuba.

It isn’t Sunday, and Fidel Castro has died. When dialed-up about
this delicate
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victory, Mandy said what does it matter? He took our family, our
home
and our blood. Besides, I’m an American now. Just American.

It isn’t Sunday, and I’m smoking cigars with a flour bag
of a friend. When he describes the dark of his Maduro,
explains to me how the leaves were sourced just a cut
outside Havana, I realize he knows more about Cuba than I do.

He defends the cause of the fatherless and the widow,
and loves the foreigner residing among you, giving them food
and clothing. And you are to love those who are foreigners,
for you yourselves were foreigners in Egypt.
(Deuteronomy 10:18-19)

It isn’t Sunday, and Pablo Ortiz has cast his vote red for Donald
Trump,
the great nothing gate keeper. He, my blood and to my face,
sermonizes to me that Christ will be a gate keeper, showing those
who denied
him in from of their friends the same from the Father after, eager at
the ballot,
denying half of me. Half of himself.
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It isn’t Sunday, and I call Jesús Jesus.

It isn’t Sunday, I’m still washing the tub, and I wonder
why so many people kneel to a white Jesus, how his skin
is a torchlight for those untouched by oppression. I need
to share this bath with the real Jesus, hickory on His surface,
and ask Him how he does it, revert twenty-one years of loss.
But He is lost with me, and all I have is Euro-Christ, a glorified
stage magician but half as real. In a bath with him, he turns
the water into wine and it’s a miracle, but who claps anymore?
When I ask this loaf of bread how to find my misplaced everything,
his lips open, I sink into the wine and I stop listening.
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StreetLights
a flock of Streetlights made their home
on a museum sidewalk, lighting
up a desperate Wilshire boulevard
the girlfriend and her tourist cousin scurry from the car
still coming down from the high of almost getting there, while
her boyfriend in the white Ferrari is preoccupied with
an unfortunate bug stain on the finish (it’s his
friend’s)

the director looks for scenes, but the Streetlights
are just too symmetrical, and he leaves the thought
for dead
little tourist wonders ‘what’s wrong with the clouds?’ (it’s smog)
big adults wonder ‘where’s the best place to eat?’
the family goes to In-n-Out and the comedian and director
later avoid eye contact at a rooftop bar
it’s Tuesday
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John Cortez

the comedian passes by, racking his brain for a punchline
checks his phone, decides that a drink would be better instead

Megan Kirkham

The Triple Point
I didn’t finish a single book during the four year winter
it
became habitual the
relinquishing of language
the turning of words into
origami cranes
how we fold into
ourselves in an attempt to keep warm
the gentle tucking
of letters behind our spleens
my skin is my least favorite winter coat
it is too tight
in all the wrong places and holds no
promise of keeping anyone warm
saving time is a form of
hoarding
I think it is
the exact opposite of how to justify our death
We guzzle
rain as a way to escape the fatal
heat
Today I am cayenne and baharat I am a teaspoon of
Harissa
Did you know that
water can boil and freeze at the same time
It is what happens when my balmy stomach
is touched by my own cool hands
It is an attempt to
exist
in a body that was
never really mine Every day I wake up afraid my fingerprints have disappeared a little bit more
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fiction

Seren Markovich
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Isabella Massardi

Andean Condor
Roma pleaded for the wood beneath her to remain silent.
The floor creaked with every press of her bare feet, no matter how
gentle. She tiptoed through the living room to Manu’s crib. Their
father slumped over, deep in the embrace of his special seat. Roma
would do anything to keep it that way; she knew he would stir at
slightest noise, and then he would take it out on Manu.
It was a mystery why no one knew what happened in
Roma’s house. The small town they lived in was so dispersed and
independent that it looked as though it were stuck in time. There
were no cars, no fancy farming equipment, no secrets.
Everyone — especially the middle-aged women of their
town — knew everything. Their town sat firmly on the Andes
Mountains, several thousand feet above Ecuador’s sea level. The
citizens of the Tungurahua Province thrived and welcomed tourism
in the town of Baños and the rivers and waterfalls around it. Roma’s family, however, lived west of the area and several kilometers
on the other side of the Chimborazo volcano.
“Come on, pichón,” Roma whispered as she leaned over
the dark wood crib. “We’re getting out of here.”
Her little brother’s lumpy cheeks puffed at the sight of her.
She nicknamed him pichón — young bird — because his disheveled hair was a feathery black Mohawk that ran up his scalp like a
lost owlet.
“Shh, it’s okay. We’re getting out of here, Manu. Hang on,”
Roma said. The baby’s hands reached for her. Roma picked him
up; careful not to squeeze his cuffs, she hung him on her back.
Quietly, Roma hung Manu across her back and crept to
the back door. Using a chair to reach the table, she grasped her
blue satchel and packed it with everything she thought they would
need: two ears of corn, Manu’s baby bottle, a canteen with water,
and their rag dolls. With her supplies in her hand, Roma turned her
attention to picking the lock on the back door. She had managed to
do it once before, so her parents attached a new lock and chain A
regular six-year-old wouldn’t have had the skill, but Roma learned
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from her mother long ago.
In under a minute, the lock clicked open, and Roma escaped into the maize field, Manu on her back.
***
It was late in the night. The only sounds were those of
restless crickets, and the only light was that of the stars. The grass
stalks crunched pleasantly with every footstep, and behind them,
the faint glow of the house was smaller than a planet’s blink.
“Don’t you worry, Manu,” Roma told Manu as he
squirmed. “We’re going up to Tia’s cottage at the top of the mountain.” She pointed up at the grassy peak. The house was far behind
them, but her fear wasn’t. To calm Manu’s squirming, she chattered on, hoping he would not cry.
“You know, Mami just came back from that man’s cabin
in Salinas. Her hair was all crazy and puffed. Tia ran up to her
and smacked her across the face. I think that was the third night
Mami left us alone. Remember? We had lots of corn and old bread.
That was the week I taught you to hang on like this. Tia came on
the second day to drop off some sunflowers and saw there was no
one home with us. She brought us food and gave you a bath. You
stank.”
Manu gurgled happily, which brought a soft smile to Roma’s face.
It was a long way to Tia’s cottage, and longer with Manu on
her back. The only thing that kept Roma trudging up was her belief
that at the top of the mountain, she and Manu would be safe. When
her back ached, she switched him to her hip. Manu’s hands clung
to her neck. Off in the distance, a vague, misty silhouette made its
way closer to the children. It wobbled slowly, yet gracefully. Roma
crouched and covered Manu’s mouth.
“That’s not Papi, right?” she whispered softly. “No, Papi is
taller, I think.”
Upon closer look, the shape was not their father but an old
man carrying a wooden handcart. His eyes were heavy in wrinkles.
He wore a dark wool poncho with feathers, they lined his shoulders and arms, swinging with every step and every gust of Andean
wind. Around the man’s neck was a striped scarf, and Roma won17 The Kudzu Review

dered if his neck would look all wrinkly like a turtle. He looked the
way Roma thought a shaman might.
Relieved, Roma crawled out of the bushes and continued
her trek. As they passed the stranger, she murmured good morning.
The old man squinted at them, and replied slowly.
“Good morning,” he said, squinting at them. He sounded
hesitant, but maybe he was not used to seeing other travelers at
night. Especially, two children by themselves.
“Em, Salinas is that way, right?” Roma stopped in her
tracks, pointing to the far left of the mountain.
“Yes,” said the old man.
Roma looked at him curiously. He was really weird. His
eyes — she could not see them. Were they that black? She looked
closer. The pain in his voice, the sadness he radiated while looking
at Manu and her, the sudden stop in the feathers’ movement all
made him seem off. It unnerved her.
“Thank you, sir,” she said, and walked on.
“You shouldn’t be out here this late. You know, it’s dangerous without at least a lantern,” he said. “Where are your parents?”
“Where are your parents?” Roma glared as she kept walking. Manu squeaked.
***
As the young girl walked away, the old man smiled, revealing an empty set of gums with but one tooth. He was not used to
anyone seeing him, especially children. He only got them in bitter
winters, and it was typically by their beds.
The old man looked back at where Salinas was, longing for
the few lights’ warmth. He came a long way and wondered if these
children were worth the painful hike back up. There was business
pending in town, a job only someone like him could do.
He looked back at the girl and her brother. The girl visibly
limped as she walked away. His dark eyes flashed. The feathers
on his poncho resumed their sway. With effort, he turned his cart
around and tried to catch up to the children.
“You’re going up the mountain?” he asked.
“Perhaps.”
“Would you let me take you?”
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The girl stopped, probably wondering if they would be safe
out not.
“Okay,” she walked back towards him and boarded the cart.
The baby wriggled and cooed.
“You can use one of the blankets there if you like,” he suggested before picking up the front of the handcart pulling it towards
a mountain path. The girl hesitantly poked one of the sheets. He
watched as she took the blanket and wrapped it around the baby.
Green, blue, red, and yellow lined the blanket, like the native style,
but something else wove itself into the layers and sublayers of
thread. Something mystical. As she leaned against the side of the
cart facing the outside of the mountain, he heard the girl speak.
“Can you feel it, Manu? We’re close. I know we are.”
***
As the stars hid from the day’s glare, the cordillera returned
to its natural hues. Directly ahead, a sheet of foamy clouds covered
the land below, the mountains etched the surface like pale fingertips.
Roma felt like she could leap onto them and chase the sun forever.
She could picture her loose pigtails flowing in a suave breeze, her
muddy feet cleansed and as soft as Manu’s. He would be there too,
flying next to her. Nothing would ever go wrong.
Roma daydreamed, a cloud approached the top of the mountain, just an arm’s reach away. She looked up and swung her open
hand through the puff, letting the moisture seep through her fingers.
“Manu, look!” she reached up once more for him to see but
he was too busy sleeping. “Pichón?”
“Let the boy sleep,” said the old man. “He’ll get a chance to
do that soon.”
Roma huffed. She reached for the cloud again and set the
back of her damp fingers on Manu’s cheek. Whispering, she said,
“You feel that? That’s what a cloud’s kiss feels like, pichonsito.”
She kept playing with the mist above until it vanished. By
then, the sun rose, its golden droplets caught on the wagon’s surface, they lingered on the blankets for seconds at a time.
The trail they used ran around the mountain. Marbled with
tan and brown, the path wove up like a tailor’s work and around like
a baker’s. The cottage sat at the top. Like the children, it was com19 The Kudzu Review

pletely unaware of the plotting seam.
***
“Is this the place?” the old man asked. Roma looked up.
“Yes!” Roma jumped off the cart with Manu in her arms.
She put the blanket back and ran towards the cottage. She stopped
herself halfway and turned towards the old man.
“I wish I could repay you,” Roma searched her satchel with
her left hand. “Can I offer you corn? Or perhaps,” she took out
her rag doll, “she’s all I have, but maybe you can give her to your
granddaughter.”
The old man smiled widely. His throat felt dry and his eyes
were dangerously close to releasing a tear. He had no granddaughter; he never would.
“You don’t have to give me anything, little girl. Go on; I’ll
see you off,” he said double-checking his duty, making sure that it
was these children he was supposed to carry.
Confirmed.
Roma smiled back and made her way up to the cottage. He
might have been a strange old man, but she was thankful.
“Tia! Tia, we’re here!” she held Manu close as she ran,
knowing now that they were safe. With a silent nod, the old man
gave the children what they wanted.
Roma’s loose, black hair curled and faded into the wind.
Her soft pink skirt, legs, and arms became transparent; her feet
no longer touched the mountain soil. Her motion was like a leaf’s
dance as it descends from the tree: light and slow. Manu faded with
her. They were with the wind now. Safe.
A few moments later, a woman sprinted towards the front
of the cottage.
“Roma?” she said, walking cautiously to the side of the
mountain. There was no one there except for a few condors hovering in the distance.
***
Below the mountaintops, in Salinas, two middle-aged women spoke over a cup of hot tea. They shivered in their green and red
ponchos, grasping the side of their cups for whatever warmth they
could get.
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The old man hidden by his striped scarf limped past with
his wooden handcart. He smiled politely at the women and kept
walking. He supposed they were next if they saw him. He stopped
at the kiosk across the street and rested his wooden handcart on the
side. Multicolored blankets spilled over the front portion, threatening to tumble down at a moment’s notice. The old man took one
of the blankets and entered the kiosk. The women were too busy
talking. They barely noticed him reemerge with the cuffs and no
blanket. He picked up the handcart and began a slow walk down
the road.
***
The old man’s toothless smile made him look guilty, Carmen thought. It was like he had gotten away with something. She
casually turned to watch the handcart when something almost
made her drop her cup.
“What is it, Carmen?” Irisolda moved her head to see what
her friend witnessed.
“You won’t believe this, but I saw a condor, Irisolda.”
“Like the bird?” Irisolda asked. She missed it. “So?”
“They follow death. They always do,” Carmen set down
her cup and looked guardedly at the kiosk. Its lights went out.
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no nf iction

“Dashing Mr. Edison” - Samantha Tusing
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On The Absense Of Sound
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Shelby Shoup

The disc jockey’s voice crackles softly with radio static,
permeating the silence inside our Toyota. He’s asking us, his loyal
WMNF 88.5 listeners, to spare some of our lean savings to support
community conscious radio. I sit with one leg kicked onto the dashboard, the other tucked under my body in sort of a half-assed crisscross. My dad’s feet are planted firmly, one on the musty, carpeted
floor and the other on the accelerator. We cruise through the patchwork streets of West Tampa, passing a seemingly infinite number
of Hispanic-owned storefronts. The silence is comfortable. It’s not
the aftermath of a fizzled feud, nor a tragic disconnect between
father and daughter. We sit in two separate bubbles of thought, enshrouded in the whispered entreaties of the DJ-beggar, the babbling
hum of our 2006 Corolla, and bilingual melodies drifting from the
outside speakers of Tampa’s most authentic Cuban restaurants.
I’m not sure where we’re heading, exactly, but based on
my dad’s quest to find the infamous La Gaceta, I’m confident that
we’re in the right area. La Gaceta is a local trilingual newspaper
– more specifically, the only trilingual newspaper in the States.
Within its pages lies a treasure trove of community lore, scribed in
English, Spanish, and Italian. He believes the publication to be the
key to unlock his English shackles, liberating him from monolingualism. This desire isn’t selfish – my dad doesn’t have a selfish
bone in his body. If he can master the intricacies of the Spanish
language, he will finally be able to communicate fluidly with Rogelio and Angela, his two Cuban co-workers whose lack of English
fluency designates them natural targets at the paper factory.
We pull into the cramped parking lot of an even more
cramped restaurant. My dad slides the Corolla diagonally through
the lot, refusing to commit to any less than three parking spots.
Within a matter of seconds, he hops out of the car, jogs to the
newspaper rack, and returns with cultural treasure in tow. He settles
back into the gray seat, thumbing through the pages. His eyes dart
to one of the Spanish headlines, and he decides to pack up our quietude, tucking it away for another car ride.
“Ah, cool!”

His stock response to any particularly riveting written work
is, as always, credible. For the duration of the ride home, we spaciously quip to one another about the story that had caught his eye.
I barely process the details, but I am convinced of his expertise: it
is, indeed, pretty cool.
My dad is not a man of many words. Every word he utters
is intentional, laced with poignancy. I am the opposite: a woman
of too many words. Whether by nature or nurture, I’ve taken after
my mother’s talkative personality. My opinion is almost never the
most important in the room, but if I don’t vocalize it, my head will
violently explode, its contents spilling out onto the floor rather than
on the table of discussion. If I had a superpower, I would cause my
enemies to experience brain-splitting migraines through my powerful rambling, although my best friends might posit that I already do
this regularly.
If it weren’t for my dad, the unsung hero of introverts everywhere, my verbosity would be untethered. From him, I learned
to channel my emotions through the curation of words. My childhood is sprinkled with memories of my dad reading to me articles
from The Nation, Rolling Stone, and National Geographic; although the journalistic complexities sailed over my tiny head, the
meaning of my dad’s words were more important than those of the
writers. His love was emulated in his narration, and his compassionate phonetics knitted together like a blanket.
Most importantly, I learned the value of silence. Silence,
outside of movie theaters and libraries, is perceived as an insidious
force. With my dad and I, however, healthy conversations are balanced with healthy silence. We frequently swap stories about our
political engagement, Spanish-speaking endeavors, and favorite
new albums. But, our car rides are flavored with the low-volume
reflections of community radio hosts. Evenings in the living room
are graced with the fluttering of turning pages as we each peruse
our respective books. We exist harmoniously in our own bubbles of
thought. Allowing each other to enter such close proximity while
processing our deepest thoughts is an expression of trust unrivaled
by the forced small talk other parents impose on their kids.
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I tainted our silence. For a while, at least.
In the early 2010s, my dad’s mom was diagnosed with
osteomyelitis, a rare bone disease. Her ailments were compounded
by her rapidly degenerating memory. Within a few years, I found
myself at the inevitable moment: my mom sitting me down to tell
me that she had died.
That evening, I ambled into the kitchen, still processing the
news. My dad was hunched over the cutting board, dicing vegetables in preparation for dinner.
It was so normal. In light of an event that was entirely not
normal, my dad was cooking dinner with a seemingly usual conviction. His shoulders were not heaving, his breath was not shaky.
My dad is built out of love for his family and empathy for others.
But my father’s emotions are revealed in smaller, more rational
doses. He does not bellow with laughter, like my mom and I. He
does not scream when he is angry.
And apparently, he doesn’t cry in the face of tragedy.
The only sound was that of the knife, pounding against the
board in rapid, constant thumps. I don’t think my dad noticed me
standing behind him, although I wonder how he could not. For the
first time, our silence was not a state of harmonious being; it was a
noxious gas, its tendrils wrapping around my throat and constricting me into submissive quietude. It clouded my head and purged
my thoughts. Any condolences gestating in my brain were stripped
from my conscience. I couldn’t think of the right words to say.
So I didn’t say anything.
When my mom told me that my Grandma Jan had died, I
wasn’t shocked. Her death was the final chapter in a poorly written
book; I had known the conclusion since the halfway point of the
plot. Within months of the dementia setting in, she had forgotten
me. At about this time, I forgot about her; my mom had, either
unintentionally or intentionally, villainized my grandmother in my
eyes. It felt impossible to be emotional about her death.
She had relocated to a high-security retirement home. It
was one of those places that demands fear from elderly persons,
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like Hell itself, both synonymous with death and decay. My dad
traveled to Indiana a few times to visit her, but time was limited.
I remember my dad, in an unnervingly collected manner, informing me that during his latest (and final) visit, she could no longer
recognize him, nor his brother.
My mom told me every detail, from the time of death to the
funeral location to the attending family members. I’m still convinced she may have actually been the mortician. I wanted to have
some response, but my mind was silent.
Some ideas have a limited time span in which they can be
brought into this world in the form of real, concrete words. After
that first near encounter with my dad, the silence only became
thicker. I think I meant to say something to him that next day, but I
was embarrassed by my tardiness. The next day was worse.
I navigated the topic of my grandmother’s death like a
minefield, afraid that if the conversation was launched, he would
be reminded of my failure to offer him the love he deserved from
his daughter. I had violated the nature of our silence. I had converted it from our secret connection into a guilty reminder of my lack
of empathy.
I don’t know if my dad was as hurt by my inactions as I
imagine. However, I can’t believe that it doesn’t worry him, that
he doesn’t wonder if it isn’t a reflection of my feelings about him.
I couldn’t find words that expressed my feelings about my grandmother, but I needed to find words that expressed my feelings
about my father.
If one day, we harness the power of a force faster than the
speed of light (who knows, perhaps it will be the speed of dementia) and unlock the secrets to time travel, I will immediately transport myself back to the kitchen in my childhood home. I’ll feel the
hard linoleum under my feet, and the thumping knife will match
my thumping heartbeat. “Dad,” I’ll say. “I’m sorry for what happened.”
Maybe he’ll say something, maybe he won’t. But the inevitable silence will comfort us both.
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The copy of La Gaceta sits in my lap. Its various headlines
in their various languages scramble to compete for my attention.
I roll down the window, cracking it open slightly. The
air whistles through the crevice between the glass and the metal
frame. The Corolla’s wheels drum against the pavement, creating a
rhythm that pounds in my chest. The disc jockey reminds us both
that WMNF 88.5’s fundraising deadline is soon approaching. I’m
not worried though – I know my dad has already donated.
It’s been months since my grandmother’s death, and I’m no
longer uncomfortable with our silence. Something is different now,
though. It is not grazed by whispery radio mutterings nor flipping
pages. It is effervescent. It is an amalgam of the sounds of our car,
our city, and our unspoken understanding.
“Hey Bell,” he asks. “Is it ok if I turn up the volume?
There’s a program that I want to listen to.”
“Go ahead, I don’t mind,” I reply.
“Cool.”
He cranks up the sound by a couple notches.
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samantha gonzalez

I need to talk about god

“Yea, come unto Christ, and be perfected in him, and deny yourselves
of all ungodliness; and if ye shall deny yourselves of all ungodliness,
and love God with all your might, mind and strength, then is his grace
sufficient for you, that by his grace ye may be perfect in Christ; and
if by the grace of God ye are perfect in Christ, ye can in nowise deny
the power of God.” (Moroni 10:32) The Book of Mormon.
*
When I was around eight or nine years old, my aunt and
uncle would wake my sister and I up early in the morning after a
sleepover, rushing us to get ready so that we could get to the Mormon Church on time. I loved sleeping over my cousins’ house. I
didn’t love going to church with them.
I considered them to be hardcore Mormons. They lived and
breathed it. I know that there’s nothing wrong with that. I just never
connected with it.
I didn’t care about being on time. What I cared about was
more sleep, some breakfast, and to not have to wear a scratchy skirt
and a long sleeve shirt just so that I looked more acceptable when
entering that holy space.
The only good thing about going to the Mormon Church was
when they would pass out the bread and water – Jesus’ flesh and
blood. I would never have time to eat breakfast and we wouldn’t
leave the church until two p.m., so His flesh and blood were the
most amazing delicacies I had ever tasted.
*
Hi God,
It’s been awhile, I know. Just thought I should let you know that even
when I curse, lie, and occasionally disobey my parents, I still believe in you. I still love you. I’ll try to be better, but it’s hard. I want
to be good. I want to show you that I can be a good person.
Amen.
*
Coming to terms with my lack of faith is eerily like coming
out of the closet. It takes a lot of years of questioning, self-hatred,
doubt, shame, anger, and sadness, before acceptance comes in to
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rebuild your broken body. And once acceptance has healed you,
there’s no going back. You’re never going to look at the world the
same way again.
El Rey Jesus Church was unlike any other church that I’d
ever attended. The stifling silence that is always connected with
houses of worship was replaced by upbeat Christian rap and strobe
lights. People were dancing and singing, full of energy and joy.
The minister was covered in tattoos and preached candidly, not
droning on and on about verses like in the Mormon Church. I sat
in the far left, three or four seats back from the concert-like stage.
I was uncomfortable. And yet, I was still hoping that by coming to
this church, I could improve my relationship with God and work
on my wavering faith. I was hoping that God could fix what was
wrong with me.
That’s why most people go to church right? To be better in
the eyes of their Lord and Savior?
I stood up, facing the stage, along with a long line of others
beside me. Our arms rose up toward Heaven and our eyes closed,
repeating the words coming from the pastor’s lips. This was what I
was waiting for, this was my second chance to be the right person
my family, my God, had always wanted me to be.
I couldn’t let them down.
*
Um. God?
My dad told me you promised him that none of his daughters would
turn out gay. So, what’s the deal? I don’t want to feel this way. I
don’t want to be attracted to girls. It’s in your damn book—I’m sorry, I shouldn’t curse when I’m talking to you.
I don’t want to be gay. I don’t want to be gay. I don’t want to be
gay.
I want to be normal. Is that too much to ask?
I’m going to sleep now.
Amen.
*
The afterlife is something I have trouble wrapping my head
around. It doesn’t make sense to me, that my entire purpose in life
is to be good enough to enter this realm of peace and beauty that’s
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somewhere in the sky. Or else, the bad one below.
I like to joke that if Hell existed, almost everyone on the
planet would end up there. How would Lucifer react? Would he be
overwhelmed by the population influx? Is it just endless torture?
Or does it look like Earth? What if it’s only bad for the actual evil
ones, leaving the rest of us to find something to do to pass the
time?
I don’t know, maybe I’m looking way too into it.
Not long ago, my dad and I were finishing dinner, sitting
on opposite ends of the table. My lack of faith had been brought
up again, unexpectedly. What began as a discussion turned into an
interrogation that had concluded I was guilty before it had even
begun.
“Pero, Papi. I don’t need to read the whole Bible. It won’t
change anything,” I told him as calmly as I could.
“How do you know that? You read everything else, but you
won’t read this book. Why?”
“Because I’m not interested. I know enough.”
“Listen. Dios es la única persona que puede ayudarte, hija.
So, I just don’t understand,” he said.
“Well, Papi. I don’t know what else to tell you.”
“You know you’re going to hell, right?” He said this with
such confidence, with so much authority, I wasn’t sure whether to
laugh or cry about it.
“I don’t believe in hell.”
My dad makes me sad sometimes. Knowing that I’m to
blame for his pain doesn’t make it any easier.
*
Do You think my faith would have been stronger if I was baptized?
Or would I still end up in the same spot that I’m in now? I feel like
I’ve worked so hard to make You see me, but all I get is complete
silence. Do You even listen to me? Do You really care about me?
*
Last summer, I was watching Disney’s Princess and the
Frog at my house with my best friend and my parents.
“Samantha?”
“Si, mami?” I said, a bit distracted over the movie.
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“No crees en los ángeles?”
My mom was in a coma for a month when she was six
years old. Her brother, Enrique, spread rat poison in their house not
knowing that my mom was still sleeping in her room. To this day
she swears that she saw angels. That they spoke to her.
That should be enough for me to believe, right?
I shook my head no, taken aback at the unexpected question.
*
My lack of relationship with God is personal to me. No
matter how many times I try to explain it to others, I can see in
their face that they still don’t fully understand how I don’t believe
in him. And that’s okay, because I don’t understand them either.
I am happy that everyone in my family has found a religion
that makes them feel complete. I still smile when I see missionaries
wearing their crisp white dress shirts, solid colored ties, and ironed
khaki pants as they ride their bikes down the street, doing their job.
They’re not annoying. In fact, they’re extremely polite and gentle
when speaking about their faith.
But, after years of having to forcefully accept God and His
book of stories as truth, I became tired – tired of lying, tired of defending Him, just tired. I didn’t have the strength anymore to pray
every morning and night, to go to church every Sunday, to convince people to convert and change their ways to see the true way.
I admit that there was a moment in my life where I did
hate God. I couldn’t even stand to hear His name, see a picture,
even touch the Bible. Anything that had a connection to Him was
repulsive to me. He was worthless, a pointless figment of people’s
imagination whose only purpose was to be used as a scapegoat for
hateful, hypocritical behavior.
I don’t hate Him anymore. How can I hate something that
I don’t believe exists? I can’t wrap my head around something
that isn’t there, that I can’t see, that can’t speak back to me. I can’t
wrap my head around the fact that some being who allegedly created me this way gets to decide if I’m a good person or not.
I’ve asked my dad a few times why God cares about what
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I do. Doesn’t He have other pressing matters to concern Himself
with than a girl who likes women, loves to curse, and doubts his
existence?
What has He ever done for me? Honestly, I can’t understand it.
*
So, it’s been awhile. I know. I just wanted to tell you that I can’t do
this to myself anymore. I can’t hear you, I can’t even see you and
you expect me to trust you and depend on you. I don’t want to live
my life knowing that I will never be good enough, that I will never
meet your expectations because of how I decided to live my life.
I’m done.
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visual art

“Strange Paradise“ - Eli Goldstone
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eli goldstone, Judith Daubert

shadow man & Saturn
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Judith Daubert, Yousef Mohamed

Ring & DNA

Judith Daubert

Blu
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unfriendly & Galaxy

Carmen Renee Morley
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Colby Blackwill
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Just Dance

Yousef Mohamed
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Elton Burgest

STOP
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Father where art thou

elton burgest
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Elizabeth Lehman, Seren Markovich

The long commute home & Breath
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Yousef Mohamed, Judith Daubert

Look & Reflect

